WSUME : Commeng;ant par les dquations de Maxwell, nous ddrivons deux mod&les thkodques qui d6dvent la diffraction de la lumi6re par des pulsatiom ultrasoniques. Dam le pmmier mod&, b a d sur une fonction gdn6ratrice, nous trouvons des solutions analytiques pour les amplitudes et les intensit6es des ondes diffmct6es, Oqui sont seulement valable dans le &ghe de Raman-Nath. Le second mod& est d 6 d t par une methode num&que, utilisant les traneformations de Laplace. Ce mod& d 6 d t awsi bien le r6gime de Raman-Nath que le rkgime de Bragg. Les deux m h o d e s sont comp&es avec une th6orie exiatante bas6e aur 1'inGgral de diffraction. Now concluons que now retrouvons ces demiem ksultats consid6rant Ie kgime extr4me de Raman-Nath p = 0 dans nos modaes. Une rkgle g6ndrde concernant la propridt6 de l'(a)sym&e du spectre, en incidence normale, est ddrivke des Qquations g h k d e s de Raman-Nath, utilisant la mkthode de la fonction gdn&atrice.
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INTRODUCTION :
Recent developments in Non-Destructive Testing and medical diagnosis encouraged more and more physicists to study pulsed ultrasound instead of continuous plane waves. Our current interest is to describe the interaction of plane wave laser light with ultrasonic pulses at normal incidence. Extending known theories for continuous supersonic waves [1, 2] to pulses, we calculate the amplitudes and intensties of the diffracted light in the fraunhofer pattern in two different manners. Both models start from the Maxwell equations and follow the light through a medium with a refractive index which is modulated due to the ~~~S O N C p r e m of the pulse. m e hehistorg of this refractive index can be expressed by a fo&r sine expansion which proves that a pulse can be identified with a superposed wave : where = repetition frequency A: = length of the pulse in the medium = refractive index of the undisturbed medium p = maximum variation of the refractive index p-aj and 6j are the amplitude and phase of the j-th Fourier-component of the pulse. Considering Maxwell's equations as a starting point, Lemy [3] derived that the amplitudes of the djfiraction orders in the farfield satisfy the extended Raman-Nath equations : (1) Aspirant of the National Foundation for Scientific Research of Belgium. Considering Qn(() to be the coefficients of the Laurent expansion of an u n b m generating function G((,q), which we q p o a to be holomorphk in an annular *on with centre 0 h ib. complex & a n e ( G(tq) = n ! m *n(()q" (4) ) we imd that G(c,q) satisties the following equation
is known, the amplitudes of the diffracted light waves may be found by expanding G((,q) into a Laurent-series.
In order to integrate (5) we propose a solution in the form of a S&* in p :
Substituting this expansion into (5) and we obtain a partial di€ferential equation for each integer value of n 2 0 with the appropriate boundaq condition. If we assume that p is only o small value , we neglect in (6) tenna of and higher. By solving these equations for n = 0 to 2 , we have found an approximate solution for G((,q) :
Compadng the coefficients of 9 in (4) and (7) , we get an analytical expredon for the diffracted lightwave of order n in the
An interesting remark however is that *A0) corresponds to the amplitude of the n-th diffraction order in the case of extreme the directions kl a28 and at most kl-l secondary orders can be observed between two primary orders at every even multiple of the angle b. Also from previous studies we know that, in the case of normal incidence of the laser beam, as many positive as negative primary diffraction orders will contribute to the final spectrum, while the number of secondary orders left and right of a peak can differ for one primary order compared to anotherBuppose now that only 2N + 1 p h a r y orders (N positive and N negative) have a non-aero contribution of intensity to the final diffraction spectnun and that for the k-th primary order (-N k _< N) only P(k) secondary orders to the left and Q&) secondary orders to the right of this peak occur. If we sseume that $1 other amplitudes are vanishing small, the infinite system (2) is reduced to a finite set of equatio~.Applyiug the Laplace-transform to the truncated system and substituting 
The intensity of order -(Irkl+ lk) is then given by the comb'iation of (3) and (10). , A$ the centre modulation wavelenght of the pube ) : the number of pximary ordm diminishes, satellite lina vanish and when p is large enough only seroth, first and minus first primary orders are measurable.
At last, we risualise the convergence of our new Laplacetransformthmry towards the MN-OA-method of E. Blomme and 0.
Leroy [2] which was derived for continuorw waves. Increasing the variance-parameter of a g a~~ pulse, the diffraction pattern changes in this way that satellite lines lose part of their intensity while this lost of energy is compensated by an increase of the i n t e d t y of the primary orders (except for the reroth order). When the variance-parameter is large enough, the farfield spectrum is exactly the same as the one obtained by the MN-OA-method for normal incidence of light on a continuous ultrasonic wave : no satellite lines and a perfect symmetric pattern. 
(k J E II)
As the solution is unique, we may conclude that under these restrictions +,,(C) = Q-,(() exp(inA) so that the diffraction pattern is symmetric with respect to the aeroth order. This condition, which is rather strong, is generally not fuEHed in the case of pulses, so that mostly the diffraction pattern will be assymmetric.
CONCLUSION
The two new methods derived from the Maxwell equations demonstrate in a very satisfying way the splitting of the di£fraction pattern into primary and secondary orders and the property of asymmetry of the spectrum in the case of nonnd incidence of plane wave laser light on ultrasonic pulses. Both models gain an advantage in accuracy over the diffraction-integral theory wed in previous studies. Especially the Laplace-transform method is a very powerfull method which is valid as well in the RamanNath as in the Bragg region.
